UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES DILIMAN

Total Land Area: 493 hectares (4,930,000 m²)
No. of Buildings: 949
Total No. of Faculty: 2,192
Total no. of students: 23,757
No. of academic programs offered: 376
Website: http://upd.edu.ph
UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES
INSTITUTE OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS & FORUM WITH INDUSTRY AND ACADEME
2017 STUDENT COMPETITIONS
Concrete Cylinder Competition, Bridge Building Competition, Tower Making Competition
SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS

Events aimed to further student knowledge in the concrete industry and technology such as:

- RETROFITTING CONCRETE STRUCTURE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
- PRODUCTIVITY IN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
- CONCRETE QUALITY ASSURANCE
PLANT AND SITE VISITS
Field exposure of students in construction sites and rebar fabrication plants
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Bayanihan Para sa Kalikasan: Tree Planting Volunteerism Activity, Gawad Kalinga Nation-Building Movement Community Service
2017 NATIONAL FIBER REINFORCED CONCRETE BOWLING COMPETITION

November 11-12, 2017
Diliman, QC, Philippines
FRCBC 2018 PREPARATION

BRAINSTORMING

TESTING

COMPUTATIONS

EXPERIMENTAL TRIALS
FRCBC 2018 PREPARATION
THANK YOU!
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